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Ko Mataatua te waka



Ko Ngāti Pūkenga te iwi

Pūkenga was born and grew up in the eastern Bay 

of Plenty at Rūā̄toki; a fifth-generation descendant 

of Toroa, captain of the Mataatua waka.

(Ngāti Pukenga Ratification Booklet, 2012).



Ko Tauranga te moana,
Ko Mauao te maunga



Ko Ngāti Pūkenga ki Maketū te hapū



Ngāti Pūkenga Deed of Settlement
Economic Redress



Indigenous Worldviews and 
Divisions of knowledge 

Division of Sciences
Division of Business/Economics
Division of Health Sciences
Division of Arts and Humanities

[Genealogy] is a way of playing local, 
discontinuous, disqualified, or nonlegitimized
knowledges off against the unitary theoretical 
instance that claims to be able to filter them, 
organize them into a hierarchy, organize them in 
the name of a true body of knowledge, in the 
name of the rights of a science that is in the 
hands of the few (Michel Foucault 2003: 9).



Being Indigenous
The origins of Indigenous sovereignties are in and of the earth. We draw on and exert the life-force we share 

with and derive from our creators, ancestors and relatives that inextricably unite us with the earth and to our 

respective shared territories. We have origin stories that emanate from and connect us as humans and non-

humans… I use the term non-human to refer to all things that do not have human form. Our ontologies, our 

ways of being Indigenous are inextricably connected to being in and of our lands. This is an inherent 

sovereignty… (Distinguished Professor Aileen Moreton-Robinson)



ARC - IFC

Key Principles and Values



A Revolutionary Research Framework

Revolutionary 
Research Framework 
and Design

• Relational

• Transdisciplinary
and trans-sector 
approach

• Indigenous Led, 
designed and 
implemented

Collaborating with 
Indigenous partners 
and communities

Within Social and 
Cultural Context

• Everything is 
interconnected

Based on Indigenous 
survivance and self-
determination
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Collaborating Universities



Global Partner Investigators and Universities
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An equitable Australia
for Indigenous Peoples by 2050

Vision
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The ARC CE for Indigenous Futures is a global first that will close the gap on the enormous inequities faced by Indigenous Australians so they can thrive rather than survive. 2. We offer a critical step change with a revolutionary research framework that views old problems through an entirely new lens. Our approach is relational rather than siloed, based on Indigenous survivance and self-determination, and is Indigenous-led. 3. Our Centre will be a global leader – for the first time facilitating a critical mass of Indigenous research leaders, creating the world’s first set of Social Determinants for Indigenous Wellbeing and fostering the next generation of Australian Indigenous researchers �



Our Centre is a global first that will 
close the gap on the inequities so that 
Indigenous Australians can prosper.

Closing the Gap is Imperative
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Legacy: Indigenous Prosperity is the Future

Close the Gap by 2050

Shared 
Decision-Making

Community
Control

Institutional 
Transformation

Shared Access
to Data



Our Relational Research Program’s
three Themes and nine Projects

Indigenous
Relationality

Heath &
Well-being

Law &
Justice

Education &
Economies

Indigenising 
Health Policy 

Empowering 
Indigenous Health 
Communities 
of Practice 

Culturally Responsive 
and Empowering 
Health Institutions

Deaths and Survivance 
in Custody

Survivance and 
Correctional 
Services Programs

Community Survivance 

Nourishing Indigenous 
Education

Transformative 
Indigenous Economies 
and Business

Successful Pathways 
to Survivance

Health &
Wellbeing

Education & 
Economies

Law &
Justice



• Clearing house for Indigenous social and cultural policy research databases 
and models

• Hub of Indigenous inequity knowledge

National Indigenous Knowledges Infrastructure: Australia’s 
First Indigenous-led Public Policy Think Tank

[Presentation Title] | [Date]



Why Indigenous Led?

Being Indigenous
is a strength

We are part of the
Indigenous 
communities

Indigenous 
standpoint
gives insights

Majority of the research 
money has gone to non-
Indigenous researchers

Established, positive 
relationships with our 
community-based partners

Deeply 
committed –
these are
our familiesOur social and

cultural context –
a shared life force
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For the first time in Australian and global history a critical mass of senior, proven Indigenous researchers is available to facilitate a comprehensive transdisciplinary and cross-sector national centre of excellence to address these critical issuesResearch until now has failed because it has not been led by Indigenous people.What is the difference?This relational approach, which focuses on the survivance and strengths of Indigenous people, led by indigenous academics has never been done before. It is a global first.our social context is that there is a shared life force that connects us to our respective lands, our creators, all living and nonliving entities and our ancestors – is integral to our research approach. This notion of interconnectedness underpins our approach to the research and goes beyond the traditional Western research paradigm (that typically looks at symptoms in siloes rather than the interconnected whole)Being Indigenous is a strength as there is immediately an innate trust and understanding of the otherMajority of the research money has gone to non-Indigenous researchers and the research has been ineffective in informing closing the gap policyOur indigenous standpoint gives insights, knowledge and understandings not available to non-Indigenous researchersIndigenous people hold deep cultural knowledge and understanding. We have lived in and understand intrinsically the communities we’ll be collaborating withOur team has established, positive relationships with our community-based partners. Our team of 25 leading indigenous scholars hold significant Indigenous knowledge as well as proven academic rigour –  this allow us to investigate these issues in a way that others cannotOur social and cultural context – that there is a shared life force that connects us to our respective lands, our creators, all living and nonliving entities and our ancestors – is integral to our research approach. This notion of interconnectedness goes beyond the traditional Western research paradigmWe are deeply committed – this affects our families daily (James’ point)
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Centre Governance – A Powerful Brainstrust

Chief Operating OfficerExecutive Committee

Community & Partner 
Advisory Board Research Committee Nodes: NSW/ACT, VIC, 

WA/NT, QLD
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AP
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Australian Research Council
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Engagement
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RESEARCH
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Centre Researchers

Advisory board Node Leaders
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Building Australia’s Next Generation of Indigenous 
Researchers

Indigenous Preparation Program

A relational transdisciplinary capacity
building and mentoring program:

1.
Indigenous
Preparation Program

2.
Indigenous
Capacity Building

3.
Transector
Engagement

4.
Relational Research
Program & NIKI

Masterclasses
& Workshops

Writing
Retreats

Research
Pilot

Program
Internships
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Ngā mihi. Thank You!
(and good luck…)
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